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When I think of art, I think of beauty. Beauty is the 
mystery of life. It is not in the eye, it is in my mind. 
In our minds there is awareness of perfection. 

– Agnes Martin from the 1989 essay
“Beauty Is the Mystery of Life”

I am incredibly proud to welcome the work of Tammi 
Campbell, Agnes Martin, and Sarah Stevenson to Esker for a 
quiet yet powerful meditation on the grid, the line, and how a 
sparse formal and material focus can find infinite variations to 
sustain both artist and audience.

Tammi Campbell’s Dear Agnes presents a selection from the 
series of visual letters that served as the artist’s wordless 
communion with Agnes Martin for seven years. In addition to 
these drawings, a selection of paintings have been included 
to provide a greater appreciation of Campbell’s practice. The 
mind knows what the eye has not seen offers unprecedented 
focus on Agnes Martin’s print works. All 46 prints attributed 
to Martin are in this exhibition, in addition to a few selected 
paintings, two of which will be shown publicly in Canada for 
the first time. This is a rare opportunity to see the work of 
Agnes Martin in Calgary, and we are incredibly grateful to the 
lenders for their generosity. This exhibition has been co-
curated by Bruce Hugh Russell and co-produced by MacKenzie 
Art Gallery, Regina. Sarah Stevenson’s Nothing Hidden acts 
as a counter dialogue to Martin and Campbell, using the 
line to delineate three-dimensional space with gridded string 
sculptures. 

In the Project Space we are featuring the collaborative project 
a hint of perennial magic lingers in its fingertips by Alana 
Bartol & Mia Rushton + Eric Moschopedis until 28 October 
followed by Jen Reimer and Magnus Tiesenhausen's A tender 
proposition to the din.

These pages also hold a wealth of engagement opportunities 
for everyone, including a tour of the Alberta Printmakers’ 
incredible studio space, and a botanical drawing workshop with 
Jennifer Wanner. As always, check out our website, the Esker 
App, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter (all @EskerFoundation) 
and our new videos on Vimeo (www.vimeo.com/esker) for more 
details about exhibitions and programs, behind the scenes 
commentary, pictures, and the latest news.

Naomi Potter 
Director/Curator
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Front Cover: Agnes Martin, Untitled (Image #4), 1998. 
Lithograph on paper, edition 63/75.
Collection of the MacKenzie Art Gallery. 
© Agnes Martin / SOCAN (2018).

Back cover: Tammi Campbell, Dear Agnes, July 11, 2016. 
Graphite on Japanese Paper, 11 x 8.5 inches with letterfold. 
Private Collection.

Sarah Stevenson's studio, work in progress, January 2018.





Tammi Campbell converses with the aesthetic legacies of 
modernist and minimalist painting through a formal exploration 
of some of its visual and conceptual tropes, such as the grid, an 
obsession with the flattened picture plane, or the primacy of the 
art object, the results of which range from affectionate homage 
to witty subversion. Based in Saskatoon, Campbell is critically 
aware of modernism’s influence in her province. Saskatchewan 
is home to the Emma Lake Artists’ Workshops, which hosted 
many of modernism’s key figures (painters Frank Stella and 
Barnett Newman, and notorious art critic Clement Greenberg 
among them) as faculty members during the mid-twentieth 
century. Saskatchewan was also the birthplace of Agnes Martin, 
with whom Campbell participates in a silent and sustained 
dialogue that transcends time and space. 

Dear Agnes is a series of visual letters that serve as Tammi 
Campbell’s wordless communion with Martin. Beginning in 
2010, Campbell would start each day in her studio by drawing 
a different variation of a grid in graphite on Japanese rag paper. 
Campbell would then write the salutation “Dear Agnes” in the 
top left corner, fold the drawing twice like a letter, and finally 
store it in sequence before proceeding with her day. Campbell 
completed her last letter to Martin on 31 December 2017. This 
near-daily practice has led to over 1,000 drawings, the final 
three months of which – 85 letters total – are on view at Esker.

The duration of Campbell’s letter-writing ritual reflects Agnes 
Martin’s seven-year hiatus from painting, from 1967 to 1974. 
Martin initially returned to artmaking with On a Clear Day 
(1973), a portfolio of thirty silkscreen prints on Japanese 
rag paper which, like Campbell’s letters, visually manifest 
the endless opportunities offered by the grid. Following the 
completion of On a Clear Day, Martin built a studio on her New 
Mexican mesa and resumed her painting practice. Dear Agnes 
is reflective of Campbell’s ongoing engagement with the visual 
language of modernism, while also operating as her homage to 
Agnes Martin, and the two artists’ mutual meditation on silence, 
ritual, and repetition within artistic practice. 

Also included in the exhibition are several paintings from 
Campbell’s Monochrome series, which offer a truer sense 
of the scope of Campbell’s practice and of her dialogue with 
modernism. Placed on opposite walls as if in conversation, 
Campbell’s and Martin’s paintings reveal a shared interest 
in a serene and restrained colour palette and in visual and 
compositional simplicity that initially belies the true complexity 
of the work. Each of Campbell’s paintings appears to be 
wrapped in a layer of bubble wrap, packing tape, or corrugated 
cardboard, as if the work was installed prior to being unpacked. 
Closer inspection reveals that these compositions – bubble 

wrap, cardboard and all – are made entirely of acrylic paint, 
created through a process in which acrylic paint is fabricated 
into its intended shape and then wrapped around canvas. 

Campbell invokes aesthetic tropes of modernism – the patterns 
created by her bubble wrap or cardboard are reminiscent 
of Martin’s grids or stripes – however, the final outcome is 
not abstraction, but rather astonishingly realistic renditions 
of abstract paintings. As Troy Gronsdahl observes, they are 
“paintings of paintings.”1 Through this subversion, Campbell 
slyly plays with our expectations of representation and of how 
a “finished” painting should look. The not-yet-unwrapped 
aesthetic of Campbell’s paintings also alludes to the labour 
inherent to an art exhibition – crating, shipping, care and 
handling, installation – that can go unrecognized in favour of 
the finished product. In so doing, Campbell calls into question 
the preciousness of the physical artwork and the ways in which 
it is ascribed value, a gesture that reveals the critical depth of 
Campbell’s meditation on the history of modern art, and the 
relevance of her introspection to the contemporary moment. 

B I O G R A P H Y

Tammi Campbell holds a BFA from the University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon. Over the past ten years, her work has been shown in 
numerous solo and group exhibitions throughout Canada, namely 
at the Mendel Art Gallery, Saskatoon (2015); the Justina M. 
Barnicke Gallery, Toronto (2014); the Dunlop Art Gallery, Regina 
(2013); Mercer Union, Toronto (2013); and the Galerie de l’UQAM, 
Montréal (2013). In 2016, a major solo exhibition of her work was 
presented at the MacKenzie Art Gallery in Regina, followed by a 
solo exhibition at the College Building Galleries at the University 
of Saskatchewan (2017) and a web commission project for the 
Remai Modern, Saskatoon (2017). Campbell has also participated 
in Shine a Light: Canadian Biennial 2014 at the National Gallery 
of Canada, Ottawa, as well as the 30th International Symposium of 
Contemporary Art of Baie-St-Paul. 

In recent years, Campbell’s work has been the subject of several 
feature articles in Canadian Art, Border Crossings, and C Magazine, 
and her work is part of several institutional collections, including 
BMO Financial Group, Toronto; Dunlop Art Gallery, Regina; 
MacKenzie Art Gallery, Regina; Mouvement Desjardins, Québec; 
National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa; RBC Financial Group, Toronto; 
Remai Modern, Saskatoon; TD Bank Group, Toronto. She lives and 
works in Saskatoon.

1 Troy Gronsdahl, At the Threshold of Appearances, 2016. Exhibition text  
Mono/Chromatic (Saskatoon: College Art Galleries, University of Saskatchewan, 2016). 
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Tammi Campbell, Dear Agnes, September 2014. 
Installation view, Concerning Certain Events, 
Mendel Art Gallery, Saskatoon, 2015.
Collection of Remai Modern, Saskatoon.
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Agnes Martin is one of the most revered abstract artists of the 
20th century, celebrated for her serene, reductive paintings that 
reveal her ongoing meditation on line, stripes, and the grid; for 
her poetic, spiritual, and sometimes obtuse writing; and for her 
ascetically solitary approach to artmaking. This exhibition was 
conceived as an opportunity to bring together all 46 of Martin’s 
print works, and to bring renewed emphasis to this comparatively 
under-examined facet of her practice. Shown alongside the prints 
are three of Martin’s paintings, two of which have never been 
shown publicly in Canada, to provide a more complete picture of 
her corpus of work and to establish a dialogue between the prints 
and the medium for which Martin is best known. 

Born in 1912 in Macklin, Saskatchewan, Martin was raised 
in western Canada. She moved to the United States as a young 
adult and lived in several cities before eventually settling in New 
York. Martin initially gained artistic notoriety in the 1960s for her 
signature style of six-foot-square canvases featuring a lightly-drawn 
graphite grid. In 1967, amidst considerable success and acclaim, 
Martin abruptly withdrew from artistic practice and left New York. 
She embarked on an 18-month period of travel, after which she 
embraced a lifestyle of silence and solitude in New Mexico.

Five years after her departure from New York, print publisher 
Robert Feldman of Parasol Press initiated a conversation with 
Martin about the possibility of her publishing a suite of etchings. 
Martin eventually agreed, with the stipulation that she would 
instead create screen prints, which she felt would lead to a 
sharper line.1 The resulting work, On a Clear Day (1973), is 
a series of 30 screen prints based on drawings that serially 
explore the seemingly infinite permutations of the grid, its 
axes intersecting in different combinations across each print, 
revealing the depth and devotion of Martin’s study of the grid, 
and the culmination of her understanding of its potential. 

By the following year, Martin had returned to painting. This second 
phase of Martin’s career marked a trajectory away from the grid 
in its strictest definition, as she embraced broad bars of acrylic 
wash in luminous pastel colours in both vertical and horizontal 
formats, as visible in Untitled (1974) and Untitled #4 (1998). 
This trend also emerges in her print work, notably in Praise (1976) 
and Untitled (1997). However, Martin would periodically return to 
her characteristic earlier format of graphite grids in paintings such 
as White Flower I (1985), or in Untitled (1990), a suite of ten 
lithographs based on previously completed drawings. 

Martin’s inspiration for each of her grid works came to her 
imagination in fully-envisioned form, as suggested by the 
exhibition’s title, a quote from the artist’s writings. Yet the 
hand of the artist, the texture of the materials, and the process 

1 Tiffany Bell, “Happiness is the Goal,” Agnes Martin, eds. Frances Morris and Tiffany 
Bell (London: Tate Modern, 2015), 29. 
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Curated by Bruce Hugh Russell and Naomi Potter, with Elizabeth Diggon. The exhibition is co-produced with the MacKenzie Art Gallery, Regina.

Agnes Martin, On a Clear Day, 1973. Silkscreen on Japanese rag paper, edition 38/50. 
Courtesy of University of Lethbridge Art Gallery, gift of David Campbell. © Agnes Martin / SOCAN (2018).
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of application all mediate the grid’s representation. This is a  
fundamental and delightful aspect of Martin’s work – a tension 
between the precise geometric and the presence of the hand. On 
a Clear Day is perhaps the closest exception to this; its screen-
printed lines come tantalizingly close to the geometric perfection 
Martin mused about in her writings. But Martin’s other prints 
ultimately retain this tension, embodying the same imperfection 
and variegation of line and geometry visible in her paintings. 
Her works are notoriously difficult to photograph and reproduce; 
it is through in-person viewing that Martin’s work best reveals 
its nuance and sensuality in material, colour, and composition. 
Martin seemed aware of the inevitability of this friction but was 
nonetheless persistent in her pursuit, writing, in preparation for 
a lecture at the Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston in 1973: 
“We must surrender the idea that this perfection that we see 
in the mind or before our eyes is obtainable or attainable. It is 
really far from us. We are no more capable of having it than the 
infant that tries to eat it. But our happiness lies in our moments 
of awareness of it.”2

2 Agnes Martin, “On the Perfection Underlying Life,” Agnes Martin: Writings, ed. Dieter 
Schwarz (Berlin & Winterthur: Cantz Verlag & Kunstmuseum Winterthur, 1991), 69.

B I O G R A P H I E S

Agnes Martin (b. 1912, Saskatchewan; d. 2004, New Mexico) 
studied Fine Arts and Arts Education at Columbia University, New 
York, receiving her Bachelor’s degree in 1942, before returning 
to Columbia to complete a Master of Arts in 1952. Martin’s 
distinguished career included exhibitions at institutions across the 
United States, Canada, and Europe. Her many accolades include 
the Golden Lion for Lifetime Achievement at the Venice Biennale 
(1997), the College Art Association Distinguished Artist Award 
for Lifetime Achievement (1998), the National Medal of the Arts 
(1998), and the Royal Canadian Academy of the Arts Award (2004). 
Martin painted until a few months before her death in 2004. 

Bruce Hugh Russell studied at the Vancouver School of Art (now 
Emily Carr University) and at Concordia University, Montréal. An 
independent curator and art historian, he has written extensively 
on both contemporary art and art history, publishing in journals 
including Canadian Art, Studies in Visual Communications, and 
Parachute. In addition, he has written for institutions including 
the Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montréal; the Belkin Gallery, 
Vancouver; the Ottawa Art Gallery; the National Gallery of Canada, 
Ottawa; and the Montréal Museum of Fine Arts. 

Recently, he co-curated the exhibition Artists, Architects and 
Artisans: Canadian Art 1890 – 1918 (2013), at the National Gallery 
of Canada, Ottawa. Russell is currently working on a major biography 
of Montréal cultural philanthropist F. Cleveland Morgan. He recently 
retired as a sessional instructor for the Department of Art History at 
the University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon.





A close study of symmetry and the high level of detail necessary 
in botanical and technical illustration provides an appropriate 
starting point for thinking about the sculptures and drawings 
of Sarah Stevenson. Borrowing from the diagrammatic research 
models of biologists, naturalists, and physicists, Stevenson’s 
work appears as sculptural illustrations of natural forms and 
systems, created to further explore and understand the design 
and laws of nature. Like drawing in air, wire and string are 
arranged into bilateral and almost symmetrical forms and 
are suspended from the ceiling. They suggest the apparent 
weightlessness of a jellyfish, the minute exoskeleton of a 
zooplankton organism, or even the universal energy system of 
Toroidal Dynamics.

Toroidal Dynamics is the name used to describe the area and 
volume of a torus, a form that consists of a central axis with a 
vortex at both ends and a surrounding consistent energy field. 
Energy flows in one end, through the central axis, and out the 
other end, endlessly cycling in, up, and around the surface of 
the form. Generally, ‘the donut’ is used to describe this kind of 
form, but as toroidal energy systems are seen in plants, trees, 
hurricanes, tornados, planetary and solar magnetic fields—not 
to mention whole galaxies—the shape is less important than 
the concept of the energy flow. Most illustrations of this process 
represent the donut or inner tube shape covered in a gridded 
pattern that both defines the shape and demonstrates the flow 
of energy over the shape. Stevenson’s work appears as multiple 
renderings or models of this dynamic energy flow process. 

Starting always with drawing, forms are mapped out on paper in 
a constellation of lines. The drawing then becomes the pattern 
or blueprint for the sculpture. The places where verticals and 
horizontals intersect act as guides to determine the tie points 
where strings are attached to a series of wire rings. Between 
each connection, an open weave of wire and thread forms a grid. 
As the grid builds, the sculpture emerges, defined by variations 
in length of string and how slack or taut the weave. Generally, 
these forms are hollow, but occasionally a secondary internal 
structure is added, making the pathways of geometry and 
symmetry exponentially more complex. Both single and nested 
forms generate transformations and alterations in how the space 
of the gallery is perceived, not the galleries per se, but the actual 
space between walls; below the ceiling and above the floor. 

As the title of the exhibition, Nothing Hidden, suggests, the 
relationship between the sculptures and the spaces in which 
they are installed, acts as a constant and shifting dialogue 

SA R A H S TE V E N S O N :
N OTH I N G  H I D D E N 
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Sarah Stevenson, Plumb, 2018. Courtesy of the artist.
Photo by: Guy L’Heureux.
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of transparency and containment. The string and wire lines 
that form the grids define the shape of each sculpture, while 
also framing everything around them—a reciprocal dialogue 
between inside and out, background and foreground. When 
seen through each other, these lines criss-cross into a dense 
kaleidoscope of negative and positive spaces. The subtle colours 
of the sculptures, which on first glance appear as illusions or 
reflections, are tinted or white strings that add a shimmering 
quality to the contours. Titles are given after the work is finished, 
during production, or occasionally at the drawing stage. Swallow, 
Jelly, Husk, Bone, Plumb, Smash, and Split are a few examples 
of the highly evocative yet illusive titles Stevenson gives her 
sculptures. In many, a lead weight is used to both tie off the tail 
of threads, as well as to anchor and still the work. 

One of the fascinating aspects of Toroidal Dynamics is the 
curious phenomenon of the very centre of the entire system, 
which comes to a point of ultimate balance and stillness. While 
Stevenson’s sculptures take visual cues from the dynamism of 
the constant movement of this energy flow process, they are also 
simply and satisfyingly about perfect stillness. These sculptures 
and drawings quietly point to the complex dualities of fragility 
and resistance, transparency and opacity, tranquillity and 
unrest, while also offering a respite from the frenzied pressure 
of constant action.

B I O G R A P H Y

Sarah Stevenson was born in Worthing, England. She grew up in 
Canada and currently lives and works in Montréal. She received 
a BFA from the University of Victoria in 1984. She has worked 
in sculpture for over thirty years, often creating hollow abstract 
forms using transparent materials. Stevenson's work has been 
exhibited at various institutions in Canada, the United States, 
and South America, including exhibitions at Galerie René Blouin, 
Montréal (2017); Musée national des beaux-arts du Québec, 
Québec City (2010); Leo Kamen Gallery, Toronto (2007); Musée 
d'art contemporain de Montréal (2002); and the Southern Alberta 
Art Gallery, Lethbridge (1999). Her work is included in public and 
private collections, including the Canada Council Art Bank, the 
Crédit Lyonnais Canada, and the Collection Lambert en Avignon. 
Stevenson is represented by Galerie René Blouin, Montréal.





a hint of perennial magic lingers in its fingertips is a site-
specific project that examines native and non-native weed 
species in relation to urban development in the community 
of Inglewood. Soil and seeds of native and invasive weed 
species were collected from the construction site across from 
the Esker Foundation and elsewhere in the neighbourhood. 
These seeds will be grown in the Project Space throughout 
the duration of the exhibition. In this work, the artists hope to 
create a conversation about land use, notions of progress, and 
the de/naturalization process of invasive species. Throughout 
the process, they will ask what remediation, reconciliation, 
and reclamation mean in this context. Their research will 
explore the distribution of plants in relation to development, 
the perception of various plants in the neighbourhood, and 
phytoremediation as an actual or symbolic process.

The transformation of biodiverse systems into monocultures, 
urban and rural ecology, human/nature co-flourishment, and 
cultural, political, and social narratives of plants and animals are 
themes that Alana Bartol and Mia + Eric share in their practices.

B I O G R A P H I E S

Alana Bartol comes from a long line of water witches. Through 
performative, research-based, and community embedded 
practices, her site-responsive works propose dreaming, 
walking, and divination as ways of understanding across 
places, species, and bodies.

Her work has been presented and screened nationally and 
internationally at various galleries including: Plug In ICA, 
Winnipeg; ARC Gallery, Chicago; Karsh-Masson Gallery, 
Ottawa; Simultan Festival, Timisoara; Museo de la Ciudad, 
Mexico City; Access Gallery, Vancouver; InterAccess, Toronto; 

I N  TH E  P R OJ E C T  S PAC E

ALANA BARTOL  & M IA  RUSHTON +  ER IC  MOSCHOPED IS : 
A  H INT  OF  PERENN IAL  MAG IC  L INGERS  IN  I TS  F INGERT IP S 
6  AUGUST  – 28  OC TOBER

Courtesy of the artists.

Art Gallery of Windsor; and Groupe Intervention Vidéo, 
Montréal; amongst others. Recent residencies include The 
Banff Centre and the Santa Fe Art Institute. She currently lives 
in Calgary and teaches at Alberta College of Art + Design.

Mia Rushton + Eric Moschopedis are an artist team from 
Calgary, Alberta. They bring together elements of craft, 
performance, and cultural geography to create site-specific 
and socially-engaged works. Thematically, their practice deals 
with urban and rural ecologies, social relationships, and place-
based knowledge production. Throughout the last nine years 
they have developed a practice that operates in both a gallery 
and public context. Their projects, workshops, artist talks, 
and lectures have been presented in formal and DIY festivals, 
galleries, and postsecondary institutions throughout North 
America and in Europe.

Mia and Eric’s recent work explores ecological phenomena 
and interspecies relationships (human/plant/animal). They 
have mapped thousands of natural and constructed habitat 
opportunities for animals in urban neighbourhoods, created 
a botanical intervention that reintroduced native prairie grass 
species back onto the land of a historical mansion in Calgary, 
investigated coastal climate change in Newfoundland by 
animating salt water algae as hand-dyed silk flags, and initiated 
a multi-year research process to study the migratory habits of a 
predatory song bird in Alberta. The form of representation their 
work takes differs from project to project and responds to the 
specific context in which they are working.
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A tone is a living cell. It is composed of organic matter. It 
has the power of assimilation, of reproduction, of making 
exchanges, of growing. It is a micro cosmos reflecting 
faithfully the macro cosmos, its laws, its cycles, its 
centre…A tone is a solar system. It is composed…of a 
central sun, of planets, and of a magnetic substance, 
which circulates rhythmically within the limits of the 
system and relates itself to the magnetic substance of 
some vaster system.

– Dane Rudhyar, The Magic of Tone and the Art
of Music

A tone is a wave, and a wave is just a circle in the format of 
a line: a circle in eternity, an undulating line in sequence. If 
a tone is alive, what is the substance of its body, and do our 
bodies have that substance also? Can a tone be a limb? What 
would it reach for? 

A tender proposition to the din is a moment extracted from a 
cycle of water storage, distillation, distribution, consumption, 
transformation. This cycle takes place on a scale and scope 
far beyond that of our bodies and the human lifetime; it 
encompasses states of atmospheric haze, glacial movement, 
the wayward paths of astral bodies. A tender proposition to the 
din captures an industrialized, infrastructural instance within 
the cycle.

There is music in this infrastructure, emergent tones in the 
din. Human voices crudely, but harmonically, mimic the tones 
of machines—the work of starlings in the dark. Mimicry is a 
type of communication, a type of tenderness; our song reaches 

I N  TH E  P R OJ E C T  S PAC E

JEN RE IMER  AND MAGNUS T IESENHAUSEN : 
A  TENDER  PROPOS IT ION  TO  THE  D IN 
5  NOVEMBER  2018  – 27  JAN UARY  2019

Courtesy of the artists.

out to the song of the machines and through them, to the 
cycle. In distilling the tones heard in the din, in speaking to 
and singing with the din, tones are isolated and purified in us 
also. Distill and be distilled.

The industrial civic processes recorded here are the vibrations 
of water treatment and circulation taken from within Calgary’s 
Glenmore reservoir and Bonnybrook Wastewater Treatment 
Plant. These recordings were facilitated by the City of Calgary 
WATERSHED+ Dynamic Environment Lab and by many 
gracious and patient Water Services workers.

B I O G R A P H I E S

Jen Reimer is a sound artist based in Montréal. Her work 
explores the resonances of urban environments through site-
specific performances, installations, and spatial recordings.

Magnus Tiesenhausen is an interdisciplinary artist based in 
Calgary. His work operates within productive disagreements 
between magic and materiality; structure and indeterminacy; 
and reverence and punk energy.

tunnel is the collaborative practice of artists Jen Reimer 
and Magnus Tiesenhausen. Born in a subterranean chamber 
in Montréal, tunnel is an intuitive methodology exploring 
resonance and acoustics in architecture, and the human 
experience of sound and space.

EXPLORE MORE 
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P R O G R A M S

Esker Foundation provides free public programming to 
encourage participation and to increase accessibility to 
contemporary art. Programs are developed in response to 
our current exhibitions. Securing your spot by registering in 
advance is strongly recommended. Our programs are very 
popular and often have wait lists; if you register and are unable 
to attend we ask that you cancel your registration in a timely 
manner. All programming requires that an adult accompany 
children under the age of 16.

Visit eskerfoundation.com/program/current to register. Unless 
otherwise noted, registration for programs will open on Monday 
24 September at 11AM. 



TA L K S

C R A S H  C O U R S E : D I S C U S S I O N S  I N 
C O N TE M P O R A RY  A RT

TH U R S DAY S  18  O C TO B E R , 1 5  N OV E M B E R , 

7–8 :30P M

Do you want to learn more about contemporary art? Are you 
intrigued by performance art, sound art, or public art? Interested 
in contemporary architecture and design?

In this informal lecture series presented monthly over the 
course of our current exhibition, guest speakers will present 
on different aspects of contemporary art and practice. Led by 
brilliant creative thinkers, local artists, curators, and academics, 
classes will explore a variety of topics relating to current issues 
in contemporary art. Come with a friend or make a new one 
while expanding your knowledge of the contemporary art scene.

Registration essential. Visit our website for the list of speakers.

B R U C E  H U G H R U S S E L L 
I N  C O N V E R SAT I O N  W I TH 
R O B E RT  F E L D M A N

SAT U R DAY  22  S E P TE M B E R , 1–1 : 45P M

In 1972, Robert Feldman, founder and publisher of Parasol 
Press, wrote a letter to Agnes Martin about the possibility of her 
creating a suite of prints. This letter initiated a conversation that 
eventually led to On a Clear Day (1973), Martin’s portfolio of 30 
screen prints. This conversation between Feldman and Bruce 
Hugh Russell, co–curator of Agnes Martin: The mind knows 
what the eye has not seen, will detail the history of Martin’s 
print work, and the significance of the prints to Martin’s broader 
artistic practice.

Registration recommended, opens 10 September.

M A P P I N G  TH E  S U R FAC E  O F 
E M P T I N E S S : A RT I S T  TA L K  W I TH 
SA R A H S TE V E N S O N

SAT U R DAY  22  S E P TE M B E R , 1 : 45–2 :30P M

The works in Sarah Stevenson’s exhibition, Nothing Hidden, are 
hollow forms of wire and thread suspended in space so that 
they resemble three–dimensional line drawings. During this tour 
of the gallery the artist will talk about the development of this 
series and the themes of transparency and containment that 
have been ongoing throughout her artistic production.

Registration recommended, opens 10 September.

Refreshments and snacks compliments of Sidewalk Citizen 
Bakery will be served following the talks on 22 September.

TH E  G R OW TH O F  W E E D S  W I TH 
A L A N A  B A RTO L  & M I A  R U S H TO N + 
E R I C  M O S C H O P E D I S

SAT U R DAY  20  O C TO B E R , 4–5P M

What is a weed? Why are they unwanted? What can we learn from 
them? Artists Alana Bartol, Eric Moschopedis, and Mia Ruston 
invite you to participate in conversations about the plants we 
call weeds. Over the course of an hour, participants will discuss 
various topics and questions through one–on–one conversations. 
This program will take place at Bea's Eatery located inside Bite 
Grocer & Eatery on the main floor of the Atlantic Avenue Art 
Block building.

Registration essential. 

I  FEEL THE AIR OF ANOTHER WORLD: 
ARTIST TALK WITH JEN REIMER AND 
MAGNUS TIESENHAUSEN

F R I DAY  9  N OV E M B E R , 7–8P M

Collaborators Jen Reimer and Magnus Tiesenhausen will speak 
about their shared practice, tunnel. tunnel is a platform and 
methodology by which Reimer and Tiesenhausen interact 
with acoustic spaces and produce sound works. In this talk, 
the artists will discuss their project’s formation and process, 
the aural agency of architectural spaces, science fiction, the 
mystical in music theory, archaeoacoustics, and resonance. 

Registration recommended.

Following the talk, join us at the Esker Project Space to celebrate 
the opening of A tender proposition to the din. Refreshments and 
snacks compliments of Sidewalk Citizen Bakery will be served.



TO U R S

B R I N G  TH E  B A B Y  A RT  TO U R

FR IDAYS 5 OCTOBER , 2  NOVEMBER, 

7  DECEMBER, 12–12 :30PM

Bring your baby to Esker Foundation! Have baby–friendly fun 
while discussing and questioning the current exhibitions on this 
casual, social tour. Meet other new parents and enjoy a 10% 
discount at Bite Grocer & Eatery, Gravity Espresso & Wine Bar, 
or Scarpetta Italian Eatery after your visit. 

Registration recommended, opens 10 September. 

L I F E LO N G  L E A R N E R S

WEDNESDAY 28 NOVEMBER, 2 :30–3:15PM

Seniors are invited to join us for a tour and discussion of the 
current exhibitions in a relaxed, social environment. Explore 
new ideas and engage creatively with arts and culture. After 
your visit enjoy a 10% discount at Bite Grocer & Eatery, Gravity 
Espresso & Wine Bar, or Scarpetta Italian Eatery. 

Registration recommended.
Register on our website or by phone at 403–930–2490. 

E D I B L E  P L A N T  WA L K  W I TH 
J U L I E  WA L K E R  O F  F U L L  C I R C L E 
A D V E N T U R E S

SATURDAY 29 SEPTEMBER, 1–4PM

The City of Calgary’s Wildland and Provincial parks are protected 
pockets of indigenous, wild plants – some even endangered. On 
this walking tour of Pearce Estate Park, learn to identify native 
plants, their uses, and the habitat they grow in. This program 
is held outdoors and is a physical outdoor walking tour. Please 
make sure you dress appropriately for the weather. The tour will 
meet at Pearce Estate Park, transportation will not be provided. 
This program is not wheelchair accessible. 

10 years + or older. Registration essential, opens 10 September.

TH E  S I LV E R  C O R D : E X H I B I T I O N 
TO U R  W I TH  N AO M I  P OT TE R

FR IDAY 12  OCTOBER, 7–8PM 

Drawn, etched, painted, and suspended, the line forms the 
central core from which all three artists in these fall exhibitions 
are connected. The simplicity and variation of a line, and the 
intervals of space between, are emblematic of the gratifyingly 
modest practice of each artist. This tour will draw together the 
practices of Campbell, Martin, and Stevenson, with particular 

focus on how their work, specifically the course of the line, 
inscribes the movement of the body through the hand.

Registration recommended.

TO U R  O F  TH E  A L B E RTA 
PRINTMAKERS' GALLERY AND STUDIO 

FR IDAY 26 OCTOBER , 7–8PM OR 8 :30–9:30PM 

Join Esker Foundation for a private tour of Alberta Printmakers' 
Gallery and Studio. Established in 1989, this Calgary based 
non–profit and artist–run centre features a fully equipped print 
studio and a contemporary gallery specializing in print–based 
exhibitions of established and emerging artists. On this tour we 
will view the current exhibition, Fiercely Open by John Graham, 
followed by a lithography demonstration by local artist James 
Boychuk–Hunter, while learning about this long–standing artist–
run centre. Participants will meet at the Alberta Printmakers' 
Gallery and Studio, transportation will not be provided. 

16+ only. Registration essential.

L I V I N G  A B OV E  TH E  L I N E : 
E X H I B I T I O N  TO U R  W I TH 
E L I Z A B E TH  D I G G O N

SATURDAY 17  NOVEMBER, 1–2PM 

While Tammi Campbell, Agnes Martin, and Sarah Stevenson 
each create work in different media, their practices are linked 
through a shared fascination with the grid and its infinite 
permutations. Join Elizabeth Diggon, Esker’s assistant curator, 
on this informal tour that parses the conversations occurring 
between the work on the visual language of the grid and its 
different material expressions. 

Registration recommended.

W H E N TH E  M I N D  I S  U N TR O U B L E D : 
E X H I B I T I O N  TO U R  W I TH 
S H AU N A TH O M P S O N 

SUNDAY 9 DECEMBER, 1–2PM

The exhibitions of Tammi Campbell, Agnes Martin, and Sarah 
Stevenson are united in an austere formal language of grid 
and line. However, foundational to these ascetic aesthetics 
are individual interests in emotion, physicality, and sensuality. 
Join Esker curator Shauna Thompson on this conversational 
walking tour that aims to illuminate the nuanced and affecting 
inspirations behind these three artists’ practices.

Registration recommended.



SAVE THE DATE

E S K E R  C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N I N G

FR IDAY 14  DECEMBER, 6-8PM

Enjoy a family-focused tour, film screenings, and art making fun 
for kids, along with seasonal treats from Bite Grocer & Eatery.





WO R K S H O P S

M I N I  M A S TE R S

TH U R S DAY S  4  O C TO B E R , 1  N OV E M B E R , 

6  D E C E M B E R , 1 1–1 1 : 45A M

Calling Calgary’s newest Contemporaries! Join us on the first 
Thursday of every month for a hands–on art class. We invite parents 
and guardians to bring their little ones, ages 3–5, to explore art 
making in this fun and social program. From collage to sculpture, 
every month we will explore new mediums and techniques. All are 
welcome to participate, and make sure you dress for mess! After 
your visit enjoy a 10% discount at Bite Grocer & Eatery, Gravity 
Espresso & Wine Bar, or Scarpetta Italian Eatery. 

Registration essential, opens 10 September. 

M A S TE R  C L A S S  F O R  FA M I L I E S

S U N DAY S  2 1  O C TO B E R , 18  N OV E M B E R , 

1–2 :30P M

Join us for an afternoon of family fun at the gallery! Every month 
we will delve into new mediums with art projects that relate 
to our current exhibitions. This is an educational, energetic, 
hands–on program for kids ages 5–10. An adult is required 
to stay for the duration of the workshop. All materials will be 
provided. After your visit enjoy a 10% discount at Bite Grocer & 
Eatery, Gravity Espresso & Wine Bar, or Scarpetta Italian Eatery. 

Registration essential.

I T ’ S  A L I V E! : U R B A N B OTA N I C A L 
WATE R C O LO U R  WO R K S H O P  W I TH 
J E N N I F E R  WA N N E R 

SAT U R DAY  13  O C TO B E R , 10A M–5P M 

Inspired by the fall Project Space exhibition, Jennifer Wanner 
will discuss the intersections of art and science, as well as 
watercolour, collage, and drawing techniques. Participants will 
invent a new plant life form by collaging together both native 
and introduced dried and pressed plant specimens collected in 
the Calgary area throughout the summer. Your new collaged–
creation will be translated into a botanical watercolour painting 
using the grid method. All materials will be provided.

16+ only. Registration essential.

D R AW I N G  TH E  L I N E  W I TH 
S O N D R A  M E S Z A R O S

S U N DAY  28  O C TO B E R , 1–5P M

Using the exploration of line and the grid in Esker’s fall exhibitions, 
this workshop will bring together the intellectual and emotional 
experiences that inform drawing processes. Through instinctual 

and rhythmic mark-making, participants will explore their 
individual creative vocabularies by becoming aware of methods 
that register differences in tone and texture. Through a number 
of experimentations, you will develop a series of drawings that 
pay special attention to the sensitivities and subtleties of touch. 
All materials will be provided, and participants are encouraged 
to come ready to be open to new materials and processes.

16+ only. Registration essential. 

I N TR O D U C T I O N  TO  S I L K S C R E E N 
W I TH  H E ATH E R  H U S TO N

SATURDAY  3  NOVEMBER , 9AM–12PM OR  1–4PM

Wear your artwork home in this basic silkscreen class with 
local printmaker Heather Huston. Participants will learn the 
fundamentals of the silkscreen process and work with paper 
stencils to print simple designs inspired by the current exhibiting 
artists on a t–shirt or other cotton fabrics. Alberta Printmakers 
is generously providing some of the support materials for this 
program. Participants are asked to bring a cotton t–shirt or other 
garment on which to screenprint. 

16+ only. Registration essential. 

I N TR O D U C T I O N  TO  L I N O C U T  W I TH 
M A R K  E A D I E

SAT U R DAY  24  N OV E M B E R , 

9A M–12 : 30P M O R  1 : 30–5P M

Join Calgary–based artist Mark Eadie for an introductory class 
in linocut printmaking. Participants will learn the basics of this 
form of printmaking including a short history of the medium, 
tools, techniques, registration, editioning, hand printing, 
and using a printing press. Alberta Printmakers is generously 
providing some of the support materials for this program and the 
rest of the materials will be included. 

16+ only. Registration essential.

DATE  N I G H T  AT  E S K E R 

F R I DAY  30  N OV E M B E R , 6 : 30–8P M

Come escape the winter chill and let Esker be your host for date 
night! Drawing inspiration from our current exhibitions, you will 
have the opportunity to roll up your sleeves and create your own 
artwork while honing your creative skills. Impress your date 
with your art know–how in this fun hands–on workshop, while 
sampling feature local wines and enjoying appetizers provided 
by Scarpetta Italian Eatery. After the program, continue your 
date at Scarpetta and receive a 15% discount off your meals.

Adults 18+ only, cash bar. Registration essential.



G A B R I E L

F R I DAY  23  N OV E M B E R , 7-8 : 20 P M

In 1976, Agnes Martin filmed Gabriel, her only completed 
cinematic work. Photographed in California, Colorado, and New 
Mexico with an Aeroflex camera, it follows a ten-year-old boy, 
played by Peter Mayne, as he wanders aimlessly across varied 
landscapes. These scenes are interspersed with sequences of 
running creeks, fields of flowers, and excerpts of Bach’s Goldberg 
Variations. For Martin, her film was about “happiness, innocence, 
and beauty…it’s about this little boy who climbs a mountain and 
all the beautiful things he sees” and was made “to protest the 
commercial films being negative, [those that are] about deception 
and deceit and violence.” The title references the Biblical 
Archangel, Gabriel, who symbolized purity.

Dir. Agnes Martin, 1976, 78 mins. 
Registration essential. 

F I L M S C R E E N I N G S

Images, left to right:

Agnes Martin. Still from Gabriel. 1976. 
Film: 16mm, colour, 78 minutes, silent with 
a selection of Bach’s Goldberg Variations. 
Photography by Bill Jacobson, courtesy Pace Gallery. 

Still from With My Back to the World, 2002. 
Dir. Mary Lance. Courtesy New Deal Films, Inc.



AG N E S  M A RT I N : W I TH  M Y  B AC K  TO  TH E  WO R L D

F R I DAY  7  D E C E M B E R , 7-8P M

This moving documentary on the internationally renowned painter Agnes Martin was shot 
over a period of four years, from 1998 through 2002. Interviews with Martin are intercut 
with shots of her working in her studio located in Taos, New Mexico, with photographs 
and archival footage, and images of her artwork spanning over five decades. The film is a 
venue for Martin to speak about her work, her working methods, her life as an artist, and 
her views about the creative process.

Dir. Mary Lance, 2002, 57 mins.
Registration essential.

Esker Foundation is proud to partner with Sidewalk Citizen on our film 
series. The bakery is generously providing complimentary treats inspired 
by each film screening this fall.



Thank you so much for creating 
the app where we can listen to the 
artists talk about their works. 
It makes it so much easier for me 
to understand the pieces… 
the audio allows me to 
immerse myself.

– gallery visitor



TH E  E S K E R  A P P
Stay connected from near or far to our latest exhibitions, programs, 
and events with the Esker Foundation App. The Esker Foundation 
App adds a new layer to your gallery experience, allowing you to 
listen to Esker’s artists and curators speak about the exhibitions 
with audio clips triggered by iBeacon technology as you move 
through our space.

Connect to our free public Wi-Fi, access the app in the gallery, 
and be engaged by our latest exhibitions with audio, images, and 
text, or use the app remotely to learn more about our current and 
past exhibitions. 

Download the app for free on your device at 
either the App Store or Google Play.

TH E  L A N TE R N  L I B R A RY
The Lantern Library is a curated, publicly available reference 
library that accompanies our current exhibitions. Exhibiting 
artists and curators are invited to suggest book titles that reflect 
their current or past research interests or that offer insight into 
their work.

T I TL E S  C U R R E N TLY  I N 
TH E  L A N TE R N  L I B R A RY  I N C LU D E :

Karl Blossfeldt: The Complete Works – Hans-Christian Adam 
and Karl Blossfeldt

The Poetics of Space – Gaston Bachelard

The Complete Poems – William Blake

Spaces Speak, Are You Listening – Barry Blesser and 
Linda-Ruth Salter

Introductory Lectures for on Aesthetics – Georg Wilhelm 
Friedrich Hegel

Night Sea – Suzanne Hudson 

Passages in Modern Sculpture – Rosalind Krauss

The Dispossessed – Ursula K. Le Guin

The Hour of the Star – Clarice Lispector

The Life of Pi – Yann Martel

L I T TL E  L A N TE R N  L I B R A RY
Esker is pleased to be collaborating with Calgary Reads on our 
Little Lantern Library. If you are visiting Esker with little ones, 
a selection of children’s books chosen by Calgary Reads are 
available in the Lantern to help you explore and understand 
some of the ideas and themes in our current exhibitions from the 
comfort of our cozy reading nook.

A visitor views Anna Torma's work Carpet of Many Hands, 2012-2018, from the 
exhibition Book of Abandoned Details. Photo by: Allison Seto.



At the center of Shaw’s first solo show in Calgary are three 
para-fictional short films: Quickeners (2014), Liminals (2017), 
and I Can See Forever (2018), the latter of which is making 
its Canadian installation premiere. This trilogy of thematically 
entangled works present marginalized societies of the future 
and their engagement in transcendental activities as potential 
tools towards evolution. Spiritual, subcultural, and scientific 
systems of belief and their accompanying ideologies crystalize 
around the abilities and limitations of the human form while 
Shaw’s amplified use of aural and visual effects aspires to incite 
similar phenomenological responses from the viewer.

In addition to the three films, Shaw’s series Towards Universal 
Pattern Recognition presents found archival photos of people in 
various states of religious, mystical, or technological rapture under 
custom-machined prismatic acrylic. The resulting kaleidoscopic 
repetition and distortion of the image explicitly illustrates that 
the subject is experiencing a phenomenon that is skewing their 
perception of reality. In applying an optical device most commonly 
associated with filmic representations of psychedelic experience 
to documentary recordings of altered states, the works ask one to 
consider a universality to all transcendental experience: spiritual, 
hedonistic, technological, and otherwise.

Quantification Trilogy is produced in cooperation with the 
Kunstverein Hamburg, Germany. An extensive publication will 
be released in conjunction with the show.

U P C O M I N G  E X H I B I T I O N

J E R E M Y  S H AW:
Q UA N T I F I C AT I O N  TR I LO G Y 
26  JANUARY  – 12  MAY  2019

OPEN ING  RECEPT ION : FR IDAY  25  JANUARY, 6–10PM

B I O G R A P H Y

Jeremy Shaw (b. 1977, Vancouver, currently resides in Berlin) 
works in a variety of media to explore altered states and the 
cultural and scientific practices that aspire to map transcendental 
experience. Often combining and amplifying strategies of vérité 
filmmaking, conceptual art, music video, esoteric and scientific 
research, Shaw’s works create a post-documentary space in 
which disparate belief-systems and histories are thrown into an 
interpretive limbo. 

Selected solo exhibitions include: Quantification Trilogy (2018), 
Kunstverein in Hamburg; Liminals (2018), Musée des beaux-arts 
de Montréal; Quickeners (2018), CAPRI, Düsseldorf; Towards 
Universal Pattern Recognition (2016), KÖNIG GALERIE, 
Berlin; Medium-Based Time (2015), Contemporary Art Gallery, 
Vancouver; Variation FQ (2013), Schinkel Pavilion, Berlin; Best 
Minds (2011), MoMA PS1, New York; Something's Happening 
Here! (2009), Presentation House Gallery, Vancouver; and DMT 
(2006), Museum of Contemporary Canadian Art, Toronto.

Notable group exhibitions include: Alone Together (2018), Musée 
d’art contemporain de Montreal; Blind Faith (2018), Haus der 
Kunst, Munich; How To Live Together (2017), Kunsthalle Wien, 
Vienna; Manifesta 11: What People Do for Money: Some Joint 
Ventures (2016), Kunsthalle Zurich; In the Belly of the Whale 
(2016), Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Rotterdam; 
Neo-Tokyo (2015), National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo; 
Extinction Marathon: Vision of the Future (2014), Serpentine 
Sackler Gallery, London; and 12th Biennale de Lyon (2012) 
(with Palais de Tokyo).

In 2016, Shaw received the Sobey Art Award, and in 2017 he 
participated in the 57th Venice Biennale, Viva Arte Viva. He 
was recently on residency at the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles 
in 2018, and has upcoming solo exhibitions at The Common 
Guild, Glasgow, and Centre Pompidou, Paris, in 2020. Works by 
Jeremy Shaw are held in numerous public collections worldwide 
including the Museum of Modern Art, New York; Centre 
Pompidou, Paris; and The National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. 
Shaw is represented by KÖNIG GALERIE, Berlin and Macaulay 
& Co. Fine Art, Vancouver.

Jeremy Shaw, Towards Universal Pattern Recognition (Baptism Bayfront Center, 1982), 2016, (detail).
Kaleidoscopic acrylic, chrome, archival black/white photograph. 38.3 x 43.3 x 16 cm. 
Image courtesy of KÖNIG GALERIE, Berlin and Macaulay & Co. Fine Art, Vancouver.
Collection of the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa.





SEPTEMBER

Saturday 22 Sept 1–1:45PM Bruce Hugh Russell in conversation with Robert Feldman

Saturday 22 Sept 1:45–2:30PM Mapping the Surface of Emptiness: Artist Talk with Sarah Stevenson

Saturday 29 Sept 1–4PM Edible Plant Walk with Julie Walker of Full Circle Adventures 

OCTOBER

Thursday 4 Oct 11–11:45AM Mini Masters

Friday 5 Oct 12–12:30PM Bring the Baby Art Tour

Friday 12 Oct 7–8PM The Silver Cord: Exhibition Tour with Naomi Potter

Saturday 13 Oct 10AM–5PM It’s Alive!: Urban Botanical Watercolour Workshop with Jennifer Wanner

Thursday 18 Oct 7–8:30PM  Crash Course: Discussions in Contemporary Art

Saturday 20 Oct 4–5PM The Growth of Weeds with Alana Bartol & Mia Rushton + Eric Moschopedis

Sunday 21 Oct 1–2:30PM Master Class for Families

Friday 26 Oct 7–8PM or Tour of the Alberta Printmakers' Gallery and Studio
 8:30–9:30PM

Sunday 28 Oct 1–5PM Drawing the Line with Sondra Meszaros

NOVEMBER

Thursday 1 Nov 11–11:45AM Mini Masters

Friday 2 Nov 12–12:30PM Bring the Baby Art Tour

Saturday 3 Nov 9AM–12PM or Introduction to Silkscreen with Heather Huston
 1–4PM  

Friday 9 Nov 7–8PM I Feel the Air of Another World: Artist Talk with Jen Reimer and Magnus Tiesenhausen

Thursday 15 Nov 7–8:30PM  Crash Course: Discussions in Contemporary Art

Saturday 17 Nov 1–2PM Living Above the Line: Exhibition Tour with Elizabeth Diggon 

Sunday 18 Nov 1–2:30PM Master Class for Families

Friday 23 Nov 7–8:20PM Film Screening: Gabriel

Saturday 24 Nov 9AM–12:30PM or Introduction to Linocut with Mark Eadie
 1:30–5PM  

Wednesday 28 Nov 2:30–3:15PM Lifelong Learners

Friday 30 Nov 6:30–8PM Date Night at Esker

DECEMBER

Thursday 6 Dec 11–11:45AM Mini Masters

Friday 7 Dec 12–12:30PM Bring the Baby Art Tour

Friday 7 Dec 7–8PM Film Screening: Agnes Martin: With My Back to the World

Sunday 9 Dec 1–2PM When the Mind is Untroubled: Exhibition Tour with Shauna Thompson

Friday 14 Dec 6–8PM Community Evening at Esker

C A L E N DA R  O F  E V E N T S
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FREE ADMISSION

HOURS Tuesday to Sunday 11 – 6
 Friday 11 – 8
 Monday Closed

PARKING Complimentary

ACCESSIBILITY Barrier–free

L A N D AC K N OW L E D G M E N T 

Esker Foundation is located on the traditional territories of the 
Niitsitapi (Blackfoot) and the people of the Treaty 7 region in 
Southern Alberta, which includes the Siksika, the Piikuni, the 
Kainai, the Tsuut’ina, and the Stoney Nakoda First Nations. The 
City of Calgary is also home to Métis Nation of Alberta, Region 
III. Esker Foundation extends sincere appreciation for the 
opportunity to live and learn on this territory in mutual respect 
and gratitude.

F O U RTH  F LO O R , 1011  – 9  AV E N U E  S E  I N G L E WO O D , C A LG A RY, A L B E RTA , C A N A DA  T2G  0 H 7

P R O G R A M R E G I S TR AT I O N

PROGRAMS Register for free programs at  
 eskerfoundation.com/program/current

TOURS  Complimentary tours are available  
on request.

 Please pre–book at least two weeks in   
 advance. Call 403 930 2490 or
 email info@eskerfoundation.com

C O N TAC T  & F O L LOW

TELEPHONE 403 930 2490
EMAIL info@eskerfoundation.com
WEBSITE www.eskerfoundation.com
TWITTER @EskerFoundation 
 @EskerCalgary
INSTAGRAM @EskerFoundation
FACEBOOK Esker Foundation
VIMEO www.vimeo.com/esker
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